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Presidents Post

By Roland A. Rhynus, CRA, FAHRA

Our Purpose Driven Association

They say we become effective by being selective. This ideology
is woven throughout the book The Purpose Driven Life, Rick
Warren’s best seller. His focus on an individual’s purpose has
impacted the millions who have read it. Would you agree that
when we know our purpose, our daily decisions are clearer?
My pastor recently began a sermon series discussing the best
thing you can do: for yourself, and, over the next weeks, your
spouse, your family, your heart, and for others. His premise was
that the best thing you can do for yourself is to understand
your purpose. Where does your deepest passion intersect with
a big world need? That intersection is likely your purpose and
understanding your purpose invests your life with meaning,
clarifying each decision. Certainly I’m no expert, but there is
much truth to what they present.

I’m very proud that AHRA is filled with purpose driven leaders.
On a daily basis we infuse our passion for patient safety, quali-
ty improvement, efficiency, and effectiveness, and all the while
educating and mentoring not only our teams, but colleagues
near and far. This month I want to highlight yet another of our
heritage members, Louise Broadley. I think you’ll catch a
glimpse of her passion and purpose as you read her comments
below. She certainly is someone whose passion for radiology
and excellent patient care led her to the natural course of
mentoring, something she’s been continually doing since her
early days in imaging. 

But before we go there and for those who may not know
Louise, but recognize the name, here’s why.

The Broadley Scholarship program was established to honor
Louise as a long time AHRA leader. Consistent with Louise’s

contributions to the careers of countless administrators and
radiologic technologists, this program provides scholarship
support to imaging administrators seeking to enhance their
careers through formal education. The AHRA Education
Foundation awards up to two Broadley Scholarships yearly at
$2500 each. The program is intended to provide assistance to
current AHRA members who hold a supervisory position with-
in a medical imaging department or imaging center and have
been accepted into an initial undergraduate or initial graduate
degree program relevant to a supervisory career in the medical
imaging field. (Click here for complete eligibility requirements:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Broadle
y_Scholarship.)

Louise Broadley recently reflected on how AHRA has impacted
her life:

“My career in radiology began in the US Navy during World
War II. After my discharge in 1946, I started my 50+ years at
New York Medical College in New York City as a technician.
Over the next couple years, I progressed from staff to manage-
ment, handling the non-medical chores for the radiologist, a
new position in those days.  I encouraged the staff to attend
education sessions to enhance their value to the workplace. As
that position spread over the North Atlantic region, local edu-
cational meetings were held in the departments in various
cities.  It soon became apparent that we need more structure.
In 1972, we began conversing with various hospitals across the
nation.  Then, in 1973, a group of us from across the country
realized we did need more than just local meetings and the
AHRA was officially founded that summer during a New
Orleans meeting.  I found the opportunity was great to learn
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and take back to the staff.  I also got some of them actively
involved in memberships with AHRA.  I became involved both
regionally and nationally, serving as member and chairwoman
on various committees.  I also got involved in officers positions
and became a board member.  All my years as membership
chairwoman were so rewarding when I would hear from a new
member how the lectures had helped him or her, and hearing
about the information and association with others all having
the same problems would lead to finding answers.  These com-
mittees, for example, provided me the opportunity to sell the
educational benefits of AHRA across the country.  I was further
involved with formation of Fellow status to recognize the
members who have become involved with many aspects of
education in lecturing, mentoring, writing, etc.

“Some of the things that stick out in my mind and I hold so
dear are when I received the Gold Award for activities within
the field of radiology, the AHRA association, etc. Also I was
deeply honored when the AHRA Education Foundation
informed me that they were forming a scholarship in my name
to provide funding annually to several AHRA members to use
in the furthering of their education.

“While an active member, I had the opportunity to lead a
group of members to Russia in 1988 to visit hospitals and
exchange lectures.  Theirs were very enlightening and interest-
ing.  In addition, I led four groups of AHRA members to China
during the 1980s and 1990s. These were all under the program
set up by the Chinese Ministry of Health.  We exchanged lec-
tures and knowledge.  We visited hospitals that were very basic
to start and each progressive hospital was a little more fur-
nished.  We found hospitals doing wet film processing and
hanging their films up who had never heard of or seen an
automatic processor.  Our third visit took us into Tibet to a
brand new hospital that had the very latest of equipment,

some of which was not yet in our American hospitals.
Radiologists who had traveled out of the country were
assigned there for a two year period to train with the radiolo-
gists who did not have the opportunity to go abroad to the US
or other countries.  

“My last trip there was by special invitation of the Chinese gov-
ernment to people of all walks of life who had led previous
trips.  It was composed of 20 representatives of medicine,
lawyers, accountants, bankers, business people, teachers, cler-
gy, etc, to try and promote tourism following the tragedy of
Tiananmen Square.

“Finally, in lectures and discussions I always stressed how much
education can do for an individual as well as how participation
can be self educating and fun.  I know my active years with the
AHRA were what helped me be a success.  The education, com-
radery, and mentoring were invaluable.  I have made lifelong
friendships that blend into my retirement years.  My 50+ years
of work would not have turned out as well without the involve-
ment of AHRA.”

I trust that each of you is noticing the trend from our heritage
members: Louise, Monte Clinton, Loretta Hanwell, and others
you may know. Each has been or currently is promoting our
profession here and abroad. They were well ahead of our cur-
rent thoughts on how to expand globally, and clearly they are
still leading with their passion and purpose.  My hope is that
each of us infuses purpose in all that we do.

Invest in meaningfulness (and of course our Education
Foundation!).

Best,
RR

Regulatory Review

Medicare Screening Requirements Finalized, Mandatory
Compliance Programs Still Pending
By Adrienne Dresevic, Esq. and Carey F. Kalmowitz, Esq.

The October 2010 Regulatory Review column [insert link]
addressed the September 23, 2010 Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) proposed rule for establishing new
screening requirements for enrollees in Medicare, Medicaid,
and the Children’s Health Insurance Programs (CHIP) pursuant
to Section 6401(a) of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act (PPACA).  The final rule, to be published in the Federal
Register on February 2, 2011, is slightly more stringent, with
respect to providers and suppliers of radiology services.  The
Final Rule will be effective on March 25, 2011 for both newly
enrolling providers and suppliers as well as currently enrolled
providers and suppliers whose revalidation cycle ends
between March 25, 2011 and March 25, 2012.  For all other cur-
rently enrolled providers and suppliers, the effective date for
this final rule will be March 25, 2012.

Consistent with the proposed rule, the final rule solidified the
three-tiered screening for providers and suppliers, categorizing
them as either “limited,” “moderate,” or “high” risk.  In establish-
ing these risk levels and the providers and suppliers assigned
to them, CMS drew from its experience, as well as the experi-
ence of Medicare contractors, in identifying and investigating
fraudulent billing practices.  Depending on the level of risk
assigned to a provider or supplier type, the Medicare contrac-
tor will impose different screening measures to account for
those categorical risks.  As with the proposed rule, radiology
providers and suppliers pose either “limited” or “moderate” risk;
however, no provider or supplier is immune from having its risk
level increased.
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Commentary

What Would You Do?
By AHRA Staff

Every month, a hypothetical industry and management related
situation is posted. You are encouraged to share your thoughts
(in the Comment box below) on how you would resolve the
issue. Be sure to check out others’ responses and join the dis-
cussion.

Here is this month’s scenario:

You suspect that a newly installed process is being sabotaged
by someone in your department.  How do you deal with this
situation and prevent a possible incident, especially when you
do not have clear evidence or it is not openly apparent—just a
gut feeling?

The radiology providers and suppliers in the “limited” risk cate-
gory include, for example, physicians or nonphysician practi-
tioners and medical groups or clinics, radiation therapy cen-
ters, ambulatory surgical centers, federally qualified health cen-
ters, hospitals, mammography screening centers, and rural
health clinics.  For providers or suppliers posing “limited” risk,
Medicare contractors will verify that the provider or supplier
meets all of the applicable federal and state regulations, con-
duct license verifications (including licensure verifications
across state lines), and conduct database checks on a pre and
post enrollment basis to ensure providers and suppliers contin-
ue to meet the enrollment criteria.

Radiological providers and suppliers posing “moderate” risk
include, for example, independent diagnostic testing facilities
(IDTFs) and portable x-ray suppliers.  “Moderate” risk providers
and suppliers will be subject to all of the “limited” screening
requirements as well as an onsite visit.

The “high” risk category does not contain any radiology
providers and suppliers; however, as is explained below, radiol-
ogy providers and suppliers cannot ignore the “high” risk
screening requirements.  In screening “high” risk providers and
suppliers, Medicare contractors will perform all of the “moder-
ate” screening measures, and require the submission of a set of
fingerprints for a national background check and an FBI crimi-
nal history record check from all individuals who maintain a
5% or greater direct or indirect ownership interest in the
provider or supplier.

The most notable difference between the proposed and final
rule for providers and suppliers of radiology services is that
portable x-ray suppliers have been increased from “limited” risk
to “moderate” risk.  In its comments, CMS states that “unusual
claims patterns . . . raise concerns about the integrity of pay-
ments to certain portable x-ray suppliers.  Based on this, and
combined with the fact that there are low barriers to entry for
this type of supplier, portable x-ray suppliers will be placed in
the moderate screening level.”  This increase in risk is an indica-
tion that CMS is and will be more closely scrutinizing radiology
providers and suppliers in the future.

Although radiology providers and suppliers are not specifically
named in the “high” risk category, the final rule allows CMS to

adjust a screening level from “limited” or “moderate” to “high”
upon the occurrence of specific events.  CMS has the authority
to adjust a provider or supplier’s screening level if the provider
or supplier (i) has had a payment suspension at any time in the
last 10 years; (ii) has been excluded from Medicare by the
Office of Inspector General (OIG); (iii) has had its billing privi-
leges revoked by a Medicare contractor within the last 10 years
and is attempting to establish additional Medicare billing privi-
leges; (iv) has been terminated or otherwise precluded from
billing Medicaid; (v) has been excluded from any federal
healthcare program; or (vi) has been subject to any final
adverse action (as defined in 42 CFR 424.502) within the last 10
years.  Finally, those providers and suppliers that were prevent-
ed from enrolling based on a temporary moratorium imposed
on a particular provider or supplier type, and apply for enroll-
ment as a Medicare provider within six months of CMS lifting
the moratorium, will experience a higher level of screening for
the six months following the lifting of the temporary moratori-
um.  

The final rule also addressed the compliance program require-
ment as set forth in Section 6401 of PPACA, which prescribes
that, as a condition of enrolling in Medicare, Medicaid, or CHIP,
providers and suppliers must establish compliance programs
that meet certain “core elements.”  Notably, at this time, CMS
did not finalize any rules related to mandatory compliance.
Instead, CMS continues to do further rulemaking and will
“advance specific proposals at some time in the future.”  The
proposed rule solicited comments on these “core elements.”
While the final rule did not finalize the compliance plan
requirements, all radiology provider and suppliers should
remain attentive to the developments of the core elements to
ensure full compliance with the future rule.

Even though the final rule does not differ significantly from the
proposed rule for most providers and suppliers, CMS’ increase
in screening level for portable x-ray providers indicates that
CMS continues to scrutinize radiology providers and suppliers.
Providers and suppliers of radiology services should remain
alert for adjustments in screening level, the imposition of tem-
porary moratoria, and the compliance plan requirements.  
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Education Foundation

Last Call for Spring Conference Osborn Scholarship Applications

The AHRA Education Foundation is now accepting applications
for this year’s Spring Conference Osborn Scholarship recipient.
The deadline for applications is February 21, 2011.  

The AHRA Education Foundation’s Royce and Paula Osborn
Scholarship Fund was created to honor the commitment Royce
and his wife, Paula, made to education and helping others.

The Osborn Scholarships provides opportunities for AHRA
members, who might not otherwise be able to attend, to par-
ticipate in AHRA’s Annual Meeting & Exposition, Spring
Conference, or Fall Conference. Osborn Scholarships offer the
recipient up to $1500 for the Annual Meeting and up to $1200
for the Spring or Fall Conference, to support hotel, meal, air,
and other travel-related expenses incurred while attending the
meeting. The AHRA Education Foundation will pay conference

registration fees in addition to the scholarship funds awarded.

This year’s spring conference, “The Future Landscape of
Imaging: Healthcare Reform, Regulation, and the Current
Climate,” will be held April 19-21, 2011 at the Hyatt Regency
Cambridge in Boston, MA.

For more details regarding the Osborn Scholarship and to
apply, please click here:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Osborn
_Scholarship1

Click here for more information and registration for the 2011
Spring Conference:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=AHRA_
Spring_Conference

By AHRA Staff

CRA

Happy New Year
By Kimlyn Queen, MSM, CRA, RT (R), CT, MR

Year’s end is neither an end nor a beginning but a going on, with
all the wisdom that experience can instill in us.—Hal Borland

As our former RACC Chair, John Marshall CRA, FAHRA, stated in
his December 2010 farewell communication, 2010 was a year
of rebirth for the RACC and the CRA examination process. I
would also like to note that 2010 brought forth a rejuvenated
and productive relationship between the RACC and the AHRA.
As we move forward into 2011, our challenges and opportuni-
ties lie in our abilities to cultivate the ongoing successes of
2010 and create new successes for 2011. 

As we say goodbye to John, I would like to take a moment to
thank him for his exceptional leadership as the 2010 RACC
chair and his unwavering dedication to the RACC and the CRA
exam over the course of the last three years. I know I speak for
all of the RACC commissioners when I say we will truly miss
John and we wish him well in all of his future endeavors. 

I am honored and excited to have the opportunity to serve as
RACC chair for 2011 and work with all of the talented members
of the RACC. Your 2011 RACC vice chair is Luis Marquez, CRA
and your 2011 secretary/treasurer is Enrico (Rick) Perez, CRA.
The RACC commissioners for 2011 also include Ron Barak, CRA;
Phyllis Butterworth, public member; Bruce Hammond, CRA;
Jacqui Rose, CRA; and AHRA board liaison Terry Dowd, CRA. 

As part of our quest to continue the successes of 2010 and
achieve new successes in 2011, we will be expanding our mar-

keting campaign to capture the audiences of imaging profes-
sionals and administrators associated with the ASRT and the
RBMA. To kick off our 2011 marketing program, the RACC will
have a full page color ad featured in the ASRT’s
February/March professional publication, The Scanner. This ad
is designed to promote the value that CRA credentialed profes-
sionals add to organizations. By expanding our marketing
efforts to a larger audience, we also create the prospect of
exceeding the 2010 achievement of 139 new CRAs. 

The RACC is currently working on developing a certificate that
CRAs can proudly display in their facilities. The intent is to: 1)
help facilities promote the achievement of having a CRA on
staff, 2) help educate the public about the CRA and about the
benefits of having a CRA on staff, and 3) demonstrate the
healthcare organization’s commitment to providing exception-
al patient care and service. 

The RACC would like to encourage current CRAs and future
CRAs to educate their HR executives and promote the value of
having a CRA credentialed professional as part of the health-
care team by providing them a copy of a one page document
outlining the benefits of hiring CRAs. You can obtain a full
color copy of this document at www.CRAinfo.org under the
“Why Hire a CRA” tab.

The RACC will also be exploring the possibility of expanding
the current press release program to include professional web-
sites such as www.alliedhealthcareers.com and www.auntmin-
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CRA

RACC Officers Elected, John Marshall Concludes Term
By AHRA Staff

On January 11, 2011, the Radiology Administration
Certification Commission (RACC) elected 2011 officers to lead
the commission for one year terms.  The new RACC officers
are: 

Chair: Kimlyn N. Queen, MSM, CRA, RT(R)(CT)(MR)
Vice Chair: Luis O. Marquez, CRA, FAHRA, MBA 
Secretary: Enrico (Rick) M. Perez, CRA, RT(R)

Many thanks to Kimlyn, Luis, and Rick for their willingness to
serve the RACC and the CRA program in this way. 

On December 31, 2010, John Marshall, CRA, FAHRA finished his
term as 2010 Chair of the RACC, capping his years of service as

a commissioner on the RACC.  

In the fall of 2009, as an RACC commissioner, John undertook
the challenging task of leading the project to update and
rewrite the CRA exam, resulting in the new exam version, intro-
duced in June 2010. 

John’s wisdom and willingness to take on whatever was
required to get the job done were instrumental to the success
of the new exam project. As RACC Chair, he brought the same
skills and enthusiasm to his work heading the commission.

The RACC would like to thank John for his able leadership and
contributions to the RACC and the CRA credential.

nie.com for the announcement of new CRAs. Along with this
proposed expansion plan, the RACC will be evaluating adding
a section to the CRA application for the applicant to provide
permission for the RACC to send a press release to the CRA’s
local paper and their employer.

I am excited to move forward this year with the wisdom and
successes of 2010 as our guide. We have opportunities to build
new relationships with the ASRT and the RBMA and to contin-
ue to strengthen our relationship with the AHRA. We also have
a significant foundation to build on and expand our marketing
efforts to ultimately exceed 139 new CRA credentials in 2011.

Thank you for your continued support of the RACC and the
CRA credential. Remember, together we can continue to raise
the bar of quality and provide exceptional care and service to
the patients, physicians, and other customers within our com-
munities. I wish all of you a happy, healthy, and prosperous
New Year and I look forward to serving as your 2011 RACC
Chair. 

Become part of the already over 750 strong by becoming a
CRA. [www.CRAinfo.org]

AHRA News

Member Guide to AHRA Scholarships and Awards
By AHRA Staff

AHRA is a resource and catalyst for the development of profes-
sional leadership in medical imaging management. AHRA
scholarships encourage continuous learning and professional
growth. AHRA awards recognize professional dexterity and
personal achievement. Throughout the year, opportunities to
apply for scholarship assistance or to recognize your peers’
accomplishments will arise.  The following guide is designed to
help you navigate through 2011’s opportunities and take full
advantage of these member benefits.

Scholarships
Osborn Scholarship (AHRA Education Foundation): 
Provides scholarship support for AHRA members to participate
in AHRA conferences. Available three times a year:

- AHRA Spring Conference (maximum of 1 scholarship)
- Annual Meeting (maximum of 3 scholarships)
- AHRA Fall Conference (maximum 1 scholarship)

The Osborn Scholarship Fund was created in memory of Royce
R. Osborn, FAHRA, one of the first radiology technologists to
make the transition to radiology administrator.

Spring Conference Osborn Scholarship applications are due
February 21, 2011.  Click here to apply: http://www.ahraon-
line.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Osborn_Scholarship1

Broadley Scholarship (AHRA Education Foundation): 
Provides scholarship support to members enrolled in under-
graduate or graduate degree programs relevant to a manage-
ment career in a medical imaging field.

The Broadley Scholarship Program was established to honor
Louise Broadley, FAHRA, a long-time leader of AHRA. 

Applications are due June 6, 2011.  Click here to download the
2011 application:
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http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Broadle
y_Scholarship

AHRA Annual Meeting Scholarship
Provides scholarship support to members who historically
have participated in the AHRA Annual Meeting and, due to
employer cuts to travel and/or education budgets, are no
longer able to attend.

The 2011 AHRA Annual Meeting Scholarship is funded through
support by our corporate partners Hitachi and Agfa.

Applications are due by June 6, 2011.  Click here to apply for a
2011 AHRA Annual Meeting Scholarship:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=AHRA_
Annual_Meeting_Scholarship

Putting Patients First Grant Program: 
Generously sponsored by Toshiba, provides grants to hospitals
and imaging centers to fund programs, training, or seminars
aimed at improving pediatric or adult patient care and safety
within diagnostic imaging.

Application available August 2011.

Awards
Gold Award: 
Given to an AHRA member who has made significant contribu-
tions to the profession of imaging and healthcare administra-
tion.

Nominations for the Gold Award come from membership and
any member may nominate a candidate. All members of AHRA
are eligible to be considered for the award.

Gold Award nominations are due March 7, 2011.  Click here to
submit a Gold Award nomination:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Gold_A
ward1

Award for Excellence: 
Recognizes medical imaging professionals for excellence and
leadership. 

Nominations can come from staff as well as other colleagues in
the workplace and industry. It is not necessary to be a member
to nominate someone for the award.  All members of AHRA are
eligible to be considered for the award.

Award for Excellence nominations are due April 11, 2011.  Click
here to submit an Award for Excellence nomination:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Award_
for_Excellence1

Fellow: 
Recognizes the significant contributions of AHRA members to
the industry and our professional association. 

Fellow designation is presented at the AHRA Annual Meeting &
Exposition and Fellows receive the privilege of adding the cre-
dentials FAHRA after their names.

Fellow applications are due May 9, 2011.  Click here to down-
load the 2011 application:
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Fellows
_Program1

AHRA News

By AHRA Staff

In Every Issue

New Members 
The staff and members of AHRA warmly welcome the follow-
ing new members!

Ashraf Abdel-Al, Buffalo, NY
Candace Bradstreet, Clackamas, OR
Susan Delgiorno-Ream, Lititz, PA
Michael Greene, Abingdon, MD
Cheryl Gunter, Port St. Lucie, FL
Angela Hammonds, Saint Petersburg, FL
James Henglein, Westbury, NY
Maria Lachapel, Paterson, NJ
Gina Matarazzo, Paterson, NJ
Sarah Potteiger, Findlay, OH
Christy Reynolds, Lynchburg, VA
Nicole Rivers, Covington, GA
Greg Sanker, Cleveland, OH
Jamie Shelton, Lynchburg, VA

Maria Isabel Soares, Paterson, NJ
Wendy Stirnkorb, Chippewa Falls, WI
Kelly White, Midland, TX

Do you know someone who can benefit from an AHRA mem-
bership? Let us know! Send the contact information to our
membership department at
memberservices@ahraonline.org. If your referral joins, you’ll be
listed here as well!

~~~~~~~~~

Online Institute Feature

AHRA Quick Credit
Bismuth Breast and Thyroid Shield Implementation for
Pediatric CT
Melinda Dobbs, RN, BSN, CCRC, Renee Ahmed, RT(R)(CT), and L.
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Ellen Patrick, MD

CEU: 1.0 ARRT Category A
Domain(s): 01

Studies have indicated that infants and children are as much as
ten times more susceptible to carcinogenesis from radiation
than adults. Because data show bismuth breast and thyroid
shields decrease radiation dose to sensitive areas without
changes in image quality, Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta
implemented the use of bismuth shields in all patients under-
going CT examinations.

Staff education regarding the use of bismuth shielding was key
to the success of this program. Their understanding of the ben-
efits would ultimately assist in their support of shield use in
the CT department.

This program was made possible through a grant from the
AHRA & Toshiba Putting Patients First Program. Otherwise, the
cost of bismuth shielding would be supported by the operat-
ing budget of the organization and, with the decline in CT vol-
ume reported at many healthcare institutions; this cost may be
too high for many hospitals.

Click here to view this and other archived webinars, Quick
Credit articles, Professional Development Series textbook
chapters, and conference sessions, as well as to take the associ-
ated CE exams.
http://www.ahraonline.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=aw0907
31info

~~~~~~~~

From the Forum

Below is a recent discussion:
“Do you allow hoodie jackets to be worn by your technolo-
gists? Since this is the latest fashion trend (I guess), I am start-

ing to see more of these and I was curious what others are
doing. "

--Bill Algee, BSRT(R)

Responses:

-- No, we don't.

-- Our dress code is each area has specific scrub color they wear.
Imaging black and they need to be solid colors. I guess for us, if it's
black hoodie they can wear them.

--It has not come up here. They wear turtlenecks under scrubs and
we had given zippered jackets one year with our logo on it so
most wear those.

--I have found in my travels that dress codes are more or less a
regional or local tradition/tolerance. This is usually because of
weather, local culture, target populations, etc.

--We have allowed it, but we are implementing a dress code in
March. I am new to this facility and I don't like [the current dress
code]: it looks unprofessional so I am glad it is going away. Our
new dress code is pewter colored scrubs for imaging for our five
hospital system. I am at the pediatric hospital so our staff will be
allowed to wear kid friendly print scrub shirts that have to coordi-
nate with the pewter. They must wear pewter scrub jackets or they
can wear gray or black fleece jackets with no hoods.

To read more of this conversation and for more information
about the AHRA Forum, click here: 
http://www.ahraonline.org/forum


